# St. Ed’s
It’s good to be back
We cannot thank our parents enough for the many
positive and grateful emails that were sent to the
Headmaster and staff during our Virtual Learning
Programme this term. 2021 certainly did not
start the way we had all wished, but in true St. Ed’s
style, our entire community rose to the challenge
and embraced our days of Zoom and MSTeams
not forgetting of course all of the fun Lockdown
challenges that the children took part in. Concrete
proof that our St. Ed’s community is truly the best!

APRIL 2021

World
Book Day
“Tell me, Jeeves,
were you always
like this, or
did it come
on suddenly?”

16+ News
Many congratulations to all of our Form 11 pupils who have been offered places at a whole host of excellent Sixth Form colleges
including Bohunt, Charterhouse, Churcher’s College, Cranleigh, Godalming College, Hurtwood House, Portsmouth Grammar
School, Royal Grammar School, Guildford and St. Edward’s in Oxford. A very special mention to the following for being awarded
16+ Scholarships including:
Indra Tason
Academic Scholarship,
Charterhouse

Toby Walker
Academic Scholarship,
Charterhouse and
Cranleigh

Olivia Isaacs
Performing Arts
Scholarship,
Hurtwood House

Noah Adams
Honorary Scholarship
and Ivy House Award,
Portsmouth Grammar
School

Grace Anelay
Music Exhibition,
Cranleigh

Well done to you all for such a fantastic award following such adverse times.
A true reflection on your abilities, commitment and efforts.
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You’re never too old
for Playdough

Easter Island

Form 5 have been studying “Amazing Places” in their Geography lessons this term
including the Great Barrier Reef and Yellowstone National Park. It proved most timely
that they moved on to the South Pacific Ocean over the last couple of weeks culminating
their studies on the mystery of Easter Island. Easter Island is most famous for its nearly
1,000 extant monumental statues, called Moai, and our young Geography scholars had
great fun drawing their own Moai statue creations. Well done everyone!

Heart dissection

Our Form 11’s have spent the last few
weeks learning about how the body
responds to physical activity during
their Sport Science lessons. One of the
key areas has been studying how bones,
muscles and joints react to physical
movement and the impact on the
rest of the body. What better way to
demonstrate movement of a joint than to
model it out of Playdough! Honing in on
their masterful Form 1 modelling skills,
our Sport Scientists created some good
examples of knee and elbow joints … as
it’s Form 11, you will also not be surprised
that a number of Playdough Boomerangs
and animals appeared too proving that
you can never be too old for Playdough!

Polar Zoom
Form 10 have been busy with Dr Carlin in
their IGCSE Biology lessons learning about
the topic of 'Transport' in humans. They have
been studying the different components of
blood and their functions as well as the
structure of the heart. In their last lesson,
the students showcased their knowledge
of the topic by dissecting a sheep's heart

and identifying the different chambers and
valves. The red string (oxygenated blood)
and the blue string (deoxygenated blood)
represented the route of different types of
blood passing through the heart. You can
see from the pictures what a great job they
did and we could be looking at our future
doctors/cardiologists!

Photo Bomb of the Term and the award goes to …. !

We were delighted to welcome
Alex Hibbert to our virtual learning
programme during Lockdown who spoke
to all of the children in Forms 5 to 9 about
his experiences and adventures. Alex is
the world record-holding polar traveller
who has skied further on an unsupported
Arctic journey than anyone in history.
What a perfect way to break the
monotony of screens during Lockdown
and for the children to hear his stories
of resilience, positive mindsets and dogs!
Thank you Alex for joining us, we hope we
will be able to invite you back in person
one day soon.

Form 9 Fun!
There is no doubting that the Department
of Education’s Covid restrictions for
schools has had a major impact on our
famous St. Ed’s Fun Factor over the past
year! However, thanks to Mr Messina’s
hard work and legendary game planning
our lucky Form 9s did manage to squeeze
an activity night in before the end of term!
Suffice to say, the majority of the evening
was spent in the new Multi-Purpose
Hall where Dodgeball and Running the
Gauntlet dominated the ‘to do list’ where,
not surprisingly, the highlights included
who could be the first player to take out
a member of staff – a high number of
successful results were recorded!

Poetry Recital Competition

The standard of performances during
the poetry recital competition this year
was simply outstanding and well done to
everyone who took part. There was no
theme this year with the children allowed to
choose any poem they wished to, with the
help and guidance of their English teachers
of course! Sadly due to Covid restrictions
we were unable to host our annual grand
final in the Jubilee Hall, but this did not stop
the children from doing their very best in
front of their fellow classmates during their
English lessons. Huge congratulations to
the following winners:

Form 3:
Euan Smith and Eddie Thompson
Form 4:
Freya Carlin and Jake Darrington
Form 5:
Nick Adams and Florrie Hyslop
Runners Up:
Leila Harrop and Phoebe McEwan
Form 6:
Sophie Coe and James Scholes
Runners Up: Cassian Gauld and
Henry Banyard Smith
Form 7:
Noah Record, Ed Webb, Ellyn Johnson
and Nula Butchart
Runners Up: Otto Dodson, James
Hetherington and Sophia Thompson
Form 8:
Harrison Knights, Oscar Snelling
and Archie Record
Runners Up:
Jenna Berry, Sam Stuart, Finn McEwan,
Harry Boparai, Millie Norwood,
Katie Mein and Rohan Sabharwal

Comedy Zoom

Congratulations Ties

Our GCSE Drama students enjoyed an
incredibly special treat earlier this term –
a personal zoom call with the legendary
comedian and actor, Reginald D Hunter.
Our special guest spoke openly about his
career path from actor to comedian, and
how he came to be where he is today.
He then answered a host of questions
from his new number one fans including
providing excellent advice on how to
combat stage fright and how to write
comic material! One small confession,
we were all a little star struck, especially
the staff! A fantastic opportunity for
our young thespians and one where the
memories will stick for a very long time
to come. Thank you so much Reginald D
Hunter for joining us and for making it the
most memorable Zoom call ever for our
GCSE Drama students!

At the end of last term, the Headmaster awarded Evie Harnden, Finn McEwan, Matilda
Reed, Phoebe Smith and Noah Walker with their Prefect Ties. Due to it being the last
day of term, our newly appointed “Ties” missed out on their official photograph – so
here it is! Sadly Lockdown has prevented them from embracing their Prefect duties
this term, however, here’s to April and the Summer Term where hopefully they will have
the opportunity to step up to their duties and finally enjoy that pizza lunch with the
Headmaster. Fingers crossed!

World Book Day 2021
It may have been a week later than planned thanks to Lockdown, but that did not deter our amazing
pupils and staff of going that extra mile on World Book Day this year! Too many book characters to
mention, but as the photographs prove, an array of spectacular costumes on show! A very special
thank you to Eli Sapper for her incredible literary themed treasure hunt which involved all of the
children from Forms 3 to 8 run the length and breadth of the school to find their secret clues! Well
done to everyone and, sticking with tradition, there’s only one question left to ask … Where’s Wally?

Little Ed’s Forest School

“

The best classroom and
the richest cupboard is
roofed only by the sky

”

– the thoughts of nursery education
pioneer Margaret McMillan over
100 years ago still resound.

There is now a growing body of research
that shows that young children’s access
to nature & outdoor play is associated
with improved self-esteem, physical
health, development of language skills and
dispositions to learning. Being outdoors
is not just about physical development;
it deserves equal weighting to indoor
play in terms of providing planned
experiences for young children. Outdoors
offers a wonderfully rich, multi-sensory
environment that is meaningful and
stimulating for all young children, from
birth to five. Whilst outside, children can
have the freedom to explore different ways
of ‘being’, feeling, behaving and interacting;
they have space – physical, mental and
emotional and the outdoor environment

gives children the space & freedom from
background noise to really tune in to
themselves, to watch, listen and touch the
living landscape that is always changing, to
run, leap, climb, shout and be messy.
Mrs Bailey, our Head of EYFS reports:
“Children in our Early Years at St Ed’s
have always enjoyed being out and about
in the school grounds whenever they can,
come rain or shine, and over the last year
we have been working hard to develop
this ethos further by having a permanent
Forest School base. You can imagine our
excitement when during the Michaelmas
term the Headmaster gave us the go ahead
to create our very own Forest School.
I thoroughly enjoyed researching and
planning the area, and with the tremendous
help of our Grounds Team, and our
Nursery team being trained in the Bear
Grills techniques necessary, our outdoor
classroom is fully in action! A covered
area keeps everyone dry as they use the
many tools available for digging in the mud

and bug hunting. Other favourite activities
include bird spotting, making dens, using
woodland resources to make picture
creations and of course the favourite
activity of all, toasting marshmallows on
the fire and making S'mores!
I look forward to sharing more of our
Forest School activities with you over the
Summer months”.

The MPH Hall is officially open!

T

he long awaited return to school on 8th March not
only saw the pupils and staff together again, but it
also marked the big day for our brand new MultiPurpose Hall to be finally filled with laughing children. The
large sports hall has already seen many Basket Ball and
Dodge Ball games played as well as a Form 9 activity night
and the cricket nets are ready and waiting for the beginning
of next term. The two additional teaching classrooms
have also been made to good use with our highly efficient
Covid Testing Centre filling one of the rooms for the first
week of our return followed by becoming our LAMDA
classroom too. Mr Darrington has been thoughly enjoying
teaching in his new Drama studio. The huge hall has also
provided the perfect setting for our school assemblies and
come September all fingers and toes are crossed that our
Drama department will be able to invite us all to the first
production performed in the hall. Exciting times!

Your Lockdown Challenge...
should you wish to accept it...
We are so grateful to every one for embracing our Lockdown Challenges so
brilliantly! Marketing, (aka The Stodge Fairies!) had so much fun creating the ideas
and putting them altogether but nothing could have prepared us for the incredible
effort you all went to in response. In a world where communication now translates
as a combination of texts, emails and one click messages, we so loved returning to
the more traditional method of the humble postcard, and there’s no doubting how
bowled over we were with the reaction we received from all of the year groups
from Nursery through to Form 11. A huge thank you to everyone for rising to each
and every Challenge – you are truly our Lockdown Stars!

St. Edmund’s lost a great friend with the passing of Peter Alliss in December. Upon hearing the sad news, the Headmaster commented,
“I am sure that, like me, you were saddened to hear of the passing of the great Peter Alliss, husband of Jackie our Chair of Governors.
Peter was a great supporter of St. Edmund’s as a father and grandfather of St Edmund’s pupils as well as hosting many Pro-Celebrity
golf days for us. One of my favourite memories is playing golf with him on the school course some twenty years ago. He had a beautiful
swing and, of course, always had the right words and tone for the occasion. I later described it as playing golf with the television on
in the background – his silences were priceless. It was only at the beginning of term that he joined me in the golf buggy to go around
the grounds planning the new holes for the golf course. We shall miss him enormously – our thoughts and prayers are with Jackie and
the family.”

Peter accompanied Jackie to our grand opening of The Alliss building in June 2019, photographed here with his family

Peter and Jackie with their good friend Bruce Forsyth at the opening of the Auden Centre in October 2014
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In loving memory of Peter Alliss
1931-2020

Senior House Music Competition
This term, amongst the many music
concerts that were hosted by Miss
Green and Mrs Weetman, our Seniors
took part in their annual House Music
Competition which took place via Zoom
with adjudicator Peter White, Director of
Music at RGS.
Miss Green reports,“It was a fantastic evening
of music and wonderful comments were
made about all of our Senior Musicians. I
am so proud of them all for ignoring the
pressures of Zoom and giving their all
during their performances”. Well done
to everyone for taking part and a special
shout out for the following winners:

Winner (Vocal)
Grace Anelay

B E W A R E
the Ides of March

Winner (Piano)
Scarlett Whitton
Winner (Instrumental)
Jonny Murray
Highly Commended (Vocal)
Inigo Burrell
Highly Commended (Piano)
Jonny Murray
Highly Commended (Instrumental)
Guy van Oudtshoorn
Congratulations to OAK who were the
overall winners!

On 15th March, Mrs Drummond received
a classic surprise when her Form 11 GCSE
class arrived at school resplendent with
their own homemade Roman wreath
crowns! Sadly not a new addition to
the Senior uniform but more to do with
recognising one of the most famous
dates in the Roman historical calendar,
The Ides of March. If, like me, you were
absent on the day of learning about this
at school, the unlucky pall over the Ides
of March has a portentous tie to ancient
Rome – Roman Emperor Julius Caesar was
famously unlucky on the Ides of March in
44 B.C. when he was assassinated by his
senators, fearing their ruler was becoming
a dictator. Luckily for us, no such atrocity
was committed at St. Ed’s in 2021, more a
sense of appreciation and pride and as Mrs
Drummond so eloquently put it, “I am so
touched by this surprise as it’s proof they
actually listen to me!”

Sport
Our illustrious team of Sport Coaches report:
“It has certainly been an interesting term of Sport for everyone,
and, although it was difficult and sometimes frustrating that
we could not be with the children in person, secretly we all
thoroughly enjoyed inventing a virtual programme to keep
everyone fit and engaged. Our top priority was to allow
the children the choice to get away from their screens and
to enjoy the great outdoors if they so wished, and thank
you for all of the photos of bike rides and dog walks we
received! However, there was a group of stalwart pupils
who stuck by their screens and embraced our new world of
virtual sport! Variety was the name of the game, with Miss
Darling and her Form 5 talent competitions, Fancy Dress
Fridays with Mr Tye and Miss Taylor and not forgetting of
course the infamous scavenger hunts around the house
– who knew so many avocados lived in our community
fridges! For our Senior pupils, fitness and HIIT
classes proved popular with the levels of competition
remaining high throughout the long weeks. Of course
we must mention our amazing “Key worker children”
who every day embraced their sport and gave it their
all, especially our Dressing Up Fridays! Finally, a big
thank you to everyone who took part in our virtual
Mount Everest climb – so many of you got involved
and we smashed the challenge – we wouldn’t have
expected anything less from you all.
Then, just as we were running out of virtual ideas,
the magic day arrived when we all returned
to school. Obviously there was little gain in
attempting to stick to our usual team sports
when only given a three week window so
instead, we put together a programme of lots
of different sports that we could introduce the
children too, across all of the age groups. With
the Multi-Purpose Hall fully open and ready
for business, we have had a tremendous time
making full use of it with all of the children
from Prep to Senior enjoying the exciting
games of basketball and dodgeball. We have
also enjoyed a plethora of Divisional and
House competitions including Lacrosse
(both boys and girls), Handball,Tchouckball,
Basketball and the ever popular Capture
the Flag.
All of us have had the best fun over the
past three weeks with all of the children
being back and we cannot wait to
return in the Summer term where the
Cricket season comes into play!
Happy Easter everyone and stay fit
and healthy!
The St. Ed’s Sport Department
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Learning Outside the Classroom

International Women’s Day

Our Learning Outside the Classroom team certainly did not allow Lockdown to get in the way of the great outdoors and all of the things
you can learn from just being outside.

The school celebrated International Women’s Day this year through a whole host of different activities within our PSHEE programme as
well as in subject classes. One of the activities that seriously caught the eye of #St. Ed’s took place in Mrs Morrisey and Mrs Penfold’s Form 7
French classes where the children made their own Calligrams. Mrs Morrisey commented, “we talked about women who have inspired us
and then used the new descriptive adjectives that we had learnt during Lockdown to create our calligrams. Everyone loved doing them and
it was a great way to celebrate International Women’s Day.” We could not agree with you more Mrs Morrisey, they are très magnifique!

A host of different challenges were set by Mr Warren and Miss Stoneman including foraging for leaves and producing a piece of art and
probably the best challenge of all … build your own den inside your house! Not too sure how this went down with all of our Forms 3
and 4 parents, but one thing is for sure, the children loved it! Bring on the Summer Term and more opportunity to learn out and about
in the great outdoors!

Sean the Saxon!
Usually at this time of year, we enjoy the
delights and sometimes eccentric qualities
of Dermot the Saxon who joins our Forms
5 and 6 every Lent term to talk everything
Saxon, funnily enough! This year, due to
Covid restrictions he was unable to join
us, however, our very own Mr Kalinski ably
stepped into his boots and provided Form
5 with a fantastic pro-active afternoon of
Saxon history. From clothes to Saxon

laws, food to Saxon weapons, Mr Kalinski
brought ancient Saxon Britain to the
St. Ed’s marquee and the children clearly
loved every minute of it. Well done
Mr Kalinski, your talents know no bounds!

Triple Scientists
Form 10 Triple Scientists have enjoyed being back in the laboratory with Dr Carlin and have been busy learning about the energy contained in
food and how to measure it using the process of calorimetry. A sample of food can be burned in air and its energy content can be calculated by
measuring the temperature increase of a test tube of water and then using the calorimetry equation to work out how many calories of energy
it contained. Please note that no chocolate eggs were harmed in this experiment!

Form 3 have been studying Friedensreich Hundertwasser and created their own Hundertwasser
inspired masterpieces!

St. Ed’s
Gallery

Angela Faustina-inspired oil paintings by Form 10

Form 11 GCSE Coursework
entitled “Every Day”
created during Lockdown

3D work created by Form 6 inspired by The Boyle Family
as part of their urban textures project

Mr Harnden Reports: It has been quite a challenge
teaching “virtual DT” this term, but I was
continually impressed and proud of how the
children embraced my weekly wacky design ideas!
Here are just a few of the projects including
face masks, bridge designs, Lockdown BuddieCubees which were intended to be storage items
but turned out to be little friends who were
put on the shelf to make everyone smile! We
also enjoyed Elephant inspired product designs
that, having returned to the classroom, are now
actually being made. It is great to be back with
the children in my DT classroom!

The Easter Bunny
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Just before the Easter holidays, the children in Little Ed’s Nursery and Reception took on the infamous St. Ed’s EYFS Easter Egg Hunt!
Armed with their home-made bunny masks, the children had a great time spotting the hidden numbered eggs along the school’s woodland
walk. Triumphant with their number collecting, it was soon apparent that the highlight of their day was the hidden basket of chocolate eggs
that the Easter Bunny itself had left in their sensory garden earlier in the day! Eggselent fun had by everyone!

